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NEW QUESTION: 1
Joe, ein Techniker, versucht, ein Problem mit einem externen
Router aus der Ferne zu beheben. Joe muss die
WAN-Verbindungseinstellungen zurÃ¼cksetzen und mÃ¶chte
sicherstellen, dass er jederzeit Zugriff auf den Router hat, um
die Ã„nderungen zu Ã¼berwachen.
Welche der folgenden LÃ¶sungen wÃ¼rde BEST dieses Ziel
erreichen?
A. Implementieren Sie ein Modem am AUX-Port.
B. Telnet in den Router Ã¼ber das Firmen-VPN.

C. Konfigurieren Sie einen DSL-Router fÃ¼r den Konsolenport.
D. Verwenden Sie eine sichere SSH-Verbindung Ã¼ber die
WAN-Verbindung.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two actions should be taken to ensure a scalable solution
when multiple EPGs in a VRF require unrestricted communication?
(Choose two.)
A. Configure a taboo contract between the EPGs that require
unrestricted communication between each other.
B. Set the EPGs that require unrestricted communication between
each other as preferred group members.
C. Set the EPGs that require policy enforcement between each
other as preferred group members.
D. Enable Preferred Group Member under the EPG Collection for
VRF section.
E. Set the VRF policy control enforcement preference to
Unenforced.
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company is implementing expense management capabilities in
Dynamics 365 Finance.
Instructions: For each of the following statements, select Yes
if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Hot Area:
Answer:
Explanation:
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